The LUC advisory board at their final pre-Christmas meeting were (l. to r., back row) Susan Fry, Marton M. Seals, Eva Hirsch, George Chandler, W. Burnett Easton, and Jean Eiss; (front row) Mst Wilma D. Shultz, Elaine Johnson and Daniel Teas.

**Filling Urges Lawrentians to Support WSSF**

For us, one of the most compelling facts about WSSF is that it is the only one of the many service organizations devoted exclusively to student aid. Granted, the Mary Smith Plan and other service organizations, such as CASL and UNRA, have given aid to students, along with the other special needs populations. WSSF’s existence, however, is a recognition of the fact that the STUDENT population of my country is the most important human resource in the world. As such, in the judgment of those responsible for the allocation of that resource, the satisfaction of special needs of our foreign students must be a top priority of money contributed by any country, or organization under the SEC.

Today’s Billboard

Today Basketball vs. Carleton – there All school mixer – campus gym

Tuesday Basketball vs. Macalester – there Swimming vs. Milwaukie State here — 7 p.m.

Wednesday Wrestling vs. Beloit here

Sunday De Buns lecture – Memorial Church Swimming vs. Milwaukie exten.

Thursday Thursday Night Film – Science Hall 200 — 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.

The LUC advisory board at their final pre-Christmas meeting were (l. to r., back row) Susan Fry, Marton M. Seals, Eva Hirsch, George Chandler, W. Burnett Easton, and Jean Eiss; (front row) Mst Wilma D. Shultz, Elaine Johnson and Daniel Teas.

**Letters Report Use Of WSSF Allocations**

Money which Lawrence students have contributed to WSSF in past years has more than doubled to bring aid to those less fortunate students abroad.

Since most of the WSSF funds have been spent on foreign areas of the world, it has not always been possible to see exactly where money contributed by Lawrence is used. However, letters have been received by LUC from all parts of the world telling of the specific uses of Lawrence money. These letters reveal the work that WSSF is really doing.

A letter from Yoko Takada, secretary of the World Student Relief Committee in Japan, tells of a shipload of textbooks and school supplies which were used to establish an educational center for students who will hold their position for a three-year period in South America.

A student in the Mediterranean who also knows the value of textbooks was able to continue his education because of the help received in the form of money contributed by Lawrence students.

A report from Pat Morrison of the work that WSSF is doing in rebuilding the student housing in Moscow.

We’ve Got It, They Need It...Let’s Share It

**New Foreign Study Directories Are Available**

According to an announcement made by Dr. W. Van Riper, director of the American Express company here, directories of foreign universities are available to students in foreign languages.

LUC Opens Drive To Raise $3500

WSSF Needs Help; President Asks Your Aid

It is certainly difficult in the midst of the political and economical upheavals that we are now experiencing to try to raise money for the relief of young people of college age in various backward and strife-torn parts of the world, who do not have even a part of the chance that we do. It is more difficult, perhaps, for us, through no fault of our own, to do something about this through no fault of our own; they just did not happen where we were born.

Fortunately the World Student Service Fund exists and has the organization to help these young people and is doing a good job at it. And we also have an opportunity to work with this organization on this campus in the Lawrence Student Service Fund, aiming to raise money in that way.

Particularly we are asked to concern ourselves with the poor fortune—indeed the MISERABLE fortune—of those students in Europe who have been caught up in the war. They are doing a job that needs to be done, but they need our money to do it. They are doing it for us. Our help is needed because we are better off than they are, and it is more possible for us to help, and also wherever we can try to help, to help for a good cause.

We at Lawrence have made substantial contributions to the WSSF fund in earlier years. This is similar to the way we found out what we should do, and then to discover that we could not have done it without the Lawrence students.

SAVILE M. PUNIS

Opportunities Open For Foreign Travel

Foreign travel is being offered to students by the Academic Travel association for the summer of 1950. Those interested should go to the office of World Student Relief in the morning and arrange for the trip. The opportunity to travel abroad for a short period of time, Dan Toss, chairman said this week. "The Europe area, Asia, and Latin America will offer several foreign study options to the student." This pamphlet summarizes the opportunities and is available to students from all parts of the world, who do not have even a part of the chance that we do. It is more difficult, perhaps, for us, through no fault of our own, to do something about this through no fault of our own; they just did not happen where we were born.

The Lawrence United Charities has drive under way yesterday with a conversation at the R ID, open to student union Foremarke.

**Ripon exchange student, now 28, says he is looking for a film entitled, "This is Their Story."

"I see a film entitled, "This is Their Story."

A goal of $3500 has been set for the drive, which ends Monday. The entire amount will be allocated to the World Student Service Fund, for aid to foreign students in need. The monies will be used for travel and transportation to and from Europe, admission requirements.

LUC advisor Robert B. Whitt, former administrative assistant in charge of placement and public affairs, has located in Northwestern University, a school in Minneapolis. Following his three year stay, he plans to take up the ministry which is a residue of Adventism.

"Placement work will be continued until all students are placed," Marshall B. Holsted, dean of administration, announced.

\[\text{Notes}\]

\[\text{\textit{By Dave Devine}}\]

Here’s How LUC Will Spend That Precious Dollar Of Yours

So Laid back is cold and you don’t get enough to eat. Tough luck. It is not our problem. We are doing an intelligent job of feeding them. We are doing an intelligent job of providing them with books, housing, clothing and medical care. There are some who will allow that and will regard it as a waste of money. The only answer to that is that it is a waste of money.

We are fortunate in having WSSF books from World Student Service Fund, for aid to foreign students, patterned on the steam heated meals of Europe and France is being kept, with additional charges for the extras that we do not have to buy here, because money contributed by Lawrence students, that is what we are called upon to do.

LUC advisor Robert B. Whitt, former administrative assistant in charge of placement and public affairs, has located in Northwestern University, a school in Minneapolis. Following his three year stay, he plans to take up the ministry which is a residue of Adventism.
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"So Laid back is cold and you don’t get enough to eat. Tough luck. It is not our problem. We are doing an intelligent job of providing them with books, housing, clothing and medical care. There are some who will allow that and will regard it as a waste of money. The only answer to that is that it is a waste of money."

In the summer, after they have made the required contributions to World Student Relief and to the WSSF funds, the student is entitled to be given the right to travel and to get the necessary travel arrangements made for him.

The entire amount will be used for travel and transportation to and from Europe, admission requirements.
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Fraternity Attacks Provoke Changes
At Emory College


P. M. Art 39 (at Main hall); Economics 51, Economics 61, English 23, Geography 22, Government 22, Philosophy 13, Physics 11, Psychology 26, Speech 11B (at Main hall); Music 3, Music 41.


P. M. Economics 41, Education 21, English 51, Government 45, Mathematics 27, Speech 21, Music 1A, 1B, Music 3, Music 41.

Monday, January 30 — A. M. Anthropology 43, French 51, German 31, Greek 23, Latin 8, Mathematics 1A, 1B, 1C, Mathematics 11A, 11B.

P. M. Art 37 (at Main hall); Biology 23, Biology 26, Chemistry 13, Drama­ tions 11C, Economics 21, Economics 23, Education 21, English 31, Government 11, History 21, Latin 4, Mathematics 41.


Tuesday, February 5 — A. M. Chemistry 1A, 1B, Chemistry 11, Chemis­ try 21, English 11B, History 1, Psychology 41, Religion 41.

P. M. Geology 21, Philosophy 2, Psychology 11A, 11B, 11C, 11D, Speech 11B.

Thursday, February 2 — A. M. Biology 3, Biology 32, Economics 71, Eng­ lish 11B, Greek 3, History 1, Physics 21, Psychology 26, Speech 11A (at Main hall); Music 31, 31A.

P. M. French 41, Philosophy 11A, 11B; Philosophy 30, Religion 11A 11B, 11C, 11D.

Friday, February 5 — A. M. Dramatics 23, German 1A, 1B, 1C; German 11A, 11B, 11D, German 21A, 21B, 21D; History 31, Psychology 21.

P. M. Anthropology 41, Art 3, Biology 1A, 1B; Biology 21A, 21B; Chemistry 1A, 1B, 1C; Chemistry 31, Education 31, History 2, Philosophy 11A, 11B, 11C, 11D.

Those who are not going down, social costs ship requirements for pledge initiation must be cut, the letter warned, the dean's letter stated that "Outstanding the other chapters in the time to work on freshmen's no great mark of distinction." Remaining freshmen of scholar­ fare finals.

At CORNELL and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.

FRANCOT TONE
Famous Cornell Alumnus, says:
"Every time I open a pack of MILDERS
CHESTERFIELD I know that every one will
leave a clean, fresh taste in my mouth. No
other cigarette does that for me. That's
why Chesterfield is my cigarette."

STARRING IN
"THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER"
RKO RADIO RELEASE

Away Buy CHESTERFIELD
They are MILDERS, they are TOPS! - .4 AMERICAN COLLEGES WITH THE FAMOUS CHESTERS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

Copyright 1949, General Tabacco Co.

*By Recent National Survey
Here's How LUC Will Spend That Precious Dollar of Yours

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

world cannot very well turn down this request for assistance.

The distribution of all goods is supervised and the requests are investigated by a representative in Geneva, Switzerland. Finally an executive committee reviews all allotments. Assistance is given to needy students, regardless of race, creed or status.

WISP is the only foreign student relief agency recognized by UNESCO and members among its contributors include the United Nations, the United Nations Children's Fund and the United States National Student Association. Individuals concerned with the organization include Clarice Dykstra, Albert Kienle, Charles Seymour and Clara Shapiro.

The "pie" printed elsewhere in this paper graphically shows that only 4.3 per cent of the total income is being spent on administrative work done on the Lawrence campus. The remaining 95.7 per cent is being spent on the Lawrence College campus, and that money is being spent on the Lawrence College campus.

Probation Out; Cornell Starts New System

Mount Vernon, 1a. (IP)—Academic probation as it is now understood at Cornell University, has been abolished by the faculty of Cornell college. In its place was established a system of "close supervision and special counseling," does not automatically mean the termination of enforcement at a maximum cost of $1,500 per year.

In Fees Payments Of Carroll Students

Waukesha, Wis.—(IP)— Carroll College is beginning a new student health, accident and hospitalization insurance plan, dividends — if and when they are paid — will be incorporated directly into the student's regular tuition and room and board payments. The cost to each student will be about $6 per semester, under the new plan. The administration was determined after considerable discussion that the maximum amount of $1,500 per year, up to $30 a year will be allowed for questions, X-rays, laboratory and X-ray treatment. The cost of each student will be determined after consideration of the student's financial situation and the amount of benefits received.
"It's Great to Be Back," Says Returning Glasner

THE LAWRENTIAN Friday, Jan. 6, 1950

Not a great deal happened, but we want to take time at this time to give you a picture of the homecoming, and other events of the previous few days. Our boy, Earl "Bud" Smith, will be leaving the scene of his youth and homecoming to continue his college work. Earl is the big story of the week, for we heard from him in the Delt house (Hugh, not the law office). We hear he is a little embarrassed by mail delivery, ample funds, and a very peculiar family name. Our boy is on the football team, and we remember the day, but we have no news of any other social tidbits for the week.

This was a very disturbing thing to us. We don’t subtract up either. Those who wish to learn by either of these methods will find themselves in a position to be a social outcast. Strange. We thought H1TTLK wrote this. It is in most cases involving the student, and is not hard to see why. It is a vital thing for the student to have a personal experience in his life. It is not always true, but it is in general the case that you get what you want in this world. Strange.

Betia Theta Pi
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Travel, Work Camp, Study Programs Offered to Students

Travel, study, and work programs are being offered in the region by the American Student Foundation, which teaches overseas, a new summer program for students in the U.S. National Student Association to over 800 students. The study programs are being offered next summer by the U.S. National Student Association to over 800 students.

Travel and work programs offered by the United States are the New Horizons program, which gives American students the opportunity to travel and work abroad. The program is open to students of all ages and backgrounds, and provides a unique opportunity to experience life in a new country while earning money to support themselves.

To find out more information about the New Horizons program, interested students should contact the American Student Foundation directly. They can also visit the ASF website or call their toll-free number for more details on how to apply.

Travel and work programs are a great way to gain valuable experience and to see the world. If you're interested in applying for one of these programs, be sure to check out the American Student Foundation and find out more about what they have to offer. Good luck!
Carleton; Macalester Are Weekend Foes

Soaring Simesens Pitted With Better 'Rated' Cars

This is a busy weekend for the Lawrencians. Tonight the Vikings will be in Northfield, Minnesota playing Carleton and tomorrow night they will be at St. Paul facing the Minnesota Gophers.

The Vikings will be seeking their second conference win of the season tonight. The Cars were picked for fifth place this year, while Lawrence was slated for last. The Blue and White upset fourth-ranked Knox, however, and gave high-flying Beloit a fight in losing Christmas.

Last year the Maine list to Law­rence included two tremendous three-time all-conference guards, Jack Thornblad, who will have his last year’s regular center, Bob Poule, who was expected to miss most of the season with a knee injury.

He's also high-scoring forward Frank Schiller, this year's 'all-conference' selection, a 31 points last year. Curt Carl­son, six feet three inch forward and guard has shown improve­ment this year.

Lawrence and Carleton, in fact, are the leading Carter scorers at the present time. The two teams combine, however, and have no real individual standouts in games thus far.

It seems like the Vikings are finding their scoring power a good deal easier than the Blue and White, which have had a loss of experience.

Tomorrow night the Vikes will come up against a formidable Massa­chusetts team. It is a walkin the over­western college MHF.

Four Sports
In Full Action By This Week

The intercollegiate sports pro­gram runs into full action this week with several of its athletes, baseball, which starts on Mon­day. The golf team will also be in action, playing the swimming team, Bob Poule, who is a member of both, and the wrestling team, Jim Worley.

The latter is a conference com­petitor and does not affect the intercollegiate supremacy, in any way.

The wrestling team played their first meet last night against St. Norbert, playing host to the Big Eight team at Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta Taus plated the Delta. The latter is a conference com­petitor and does not affect the intercollegiate supremacy, in any way.

The wrestling team played their first meet last night against St. Norbert, playing host to the Big Eight team at Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta Taus plated the Delta. The latter is a conference com­petitor and does not affect the intercollegiate supremacy, in any way.

Belot Tankers
Win Swim Meet Against Vikings

Lawrence Takes Two
Firsts; Two Records

Lawnmower Co. Clinton, Wisconsin

The Vikings will be seeking their second conference win of the season tonight. The Cars were picked for fifth place this year, while Lawrence was slated for last. The Blue and White upset fourth-ranked Knox, however, and gave high-flying Beloit a fight in losing Christmas.
The Lawrrence college basketball team, given an outside chance at meet by its easy holiday tournament victory over the St. Bonaventure College team last week, will meet the national champion, Fordham college team, tonight in the opening round of the national tournament. 

The lawrence team, which finished the season second in the Western Conference, is the only college team in the nation to play the national champion twice in one season. 

The Fordham team, which finished the season first in the Eastern Conference, is the only college team in the nation to play the lawrence team twice in one season. 

The lawrence team is led by center John Snow, who scored 20 points in the lawrence team's 76-61 victory over the Fordham team in the first round of the national tournament last week. 

The Fordham team is led by forward Bill Johnson, who scored 20 points in the Fordham team's 69-61 victory over the lawrence team in the first round of the national tournament last week. 

The lawrence team is coached by Alphonso Dorflinger, who is entering his third season as the lawrence team's head coach. 

The Fordham team is coached by John Johnson, who is entering his second season as the Fordham team's head coach. 

The lawrence team is the only college team in the nation to play the Fordham team twice in one season. 

The Fordham team is the only college team in the nation to play the lawrence team twice in one season.
The Last Lap

If you are a freshman, you are having trouble this week trying to picture and construct a young Danish student while your instructors direct you. If you are just an average student, you are getting your teeth in claim this week and vowing to get some work done for change—because you are on the last lap of another semester and the pay-off is only two and a half weeks away. What you are back from only three days now every semester because that after two weeks of vacation—and now you are backing up. "What next?" is the question of student wages, with The Lawrence and Riponite Lauds G. 

Greek Aims 'Effective Balance Exists at Lawrence'

By DON BROWN

Moneymaking fraternities are a fact of life to many of us. Some people claim that fraternities are just a bunch of jocks hanging out, but they are wrong. Fraternity officers perform a vital function in the educational process. They encourage students to take an interest in the campus and to make valuable contributions to the community. Fraternity members also help to maintain a sense of fellowship and cooperation among students. Fraternity officers act as leaders and role models for their peers, and they provide opportunities for students to develop leadership skills. Fraternity officers encourage students to contribute to the community and to take an active role in campus life. Therefore, it is important to support the Greek Aims for effective balance.

Riponite Lauds G.

To the editor:

We, your fellow students on the campus of Ripon College, want to express our appreciation for the efforts of the Ripon College Daily. Your dedication to bringing us up-to-date news and information is greatly appreciated. We look forward to reading your future stories and articles.

We, your fellow students on the campus of Ripon College, want to express our appreciation for the efforts of the Ripon College Daily. Your dedication to bringing us up-to-date news and information is greatly appreciated. We look forward to reading your future stories and articles.

Realize DG

Defects, but Cite Credits

By MIRIAM JUGJ and EVA HIRSCH

We were first to recognize Delta Gamma as defective. As active members of DG for more than three years, we have had every opportunity to observe the behavior of the group. We are three as major faults in the group:

- Power-centric
- Proptoscis
- Alpha-Theta

The element of selectivity in Delta Gamma is so pronounced that it is difficult to justify the group's survival. In those days, when the group's leadership was threatened by the emergence of a more independent group, the leadership of Delta Gamma had to work harder than ever to maintain its position among the students.

- It has a tendency to manipulate students in their efforts to achieve its goals. Delta Gamma is a group that has no real value to Delta Gamma.

- There is a distinct hierarchy within the group, with the leaders being the most powerful. This hierarchy results in a lack of democratic participation among the group's members.

- It is difficult to say that we are not all students of masters and truths, but also us, the perpetual victims of our teaching efforts. But it's still the last lap.

8 The Lawrence

One More Reason

By HERBERT SPIEGELBERG

We, your fellow students on the campus of Lawrence, want to express our appreciation for the efforts of the Lawrence Daily. Your dedication to bringing us up-to-date news and information is greatly appreciated. We look forward to reading your future stories and articles.

The Last Lap

If you are a freshman, you are having trouble this week trying to picture and construct a young Danish student while your instructors direct you. If you are just an average student, you are getting your teeth in claim this week and vowing to get some work done for change—because you are on the last lap of another semester and the pay-off is only two and a half weeks away. What you are back from only three days now every semester because that after two weeks of vacation—and now you are backing up. "What next?" is the question of student wages, with The Lawrence and The Daily.

Greek Aims 'Effective Balance Exists at Lawrence'

By DON BROWN

Moneymaking fraternities are a fact of life to many of us. Some people claim that fraternities are just a bunch of jocks hanging out, but they are wrong. Fraternity officers perform a vital function in the educational process. They encourage students to take an interest in the campus and to make valuable contributions to the community. Fraternity members also help to maintain a sense of fellowship and cooperation among students. Fraternity officers act as leaders and role models for their peers, and they provide opportunities for students to develop leadership skills. Fraternity officers encourage students to contribute to the community and to take an active role in campus life. Therefore, it is important to support the Greek Aims for effective balance.